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Duty Ratio-Controlled Surface Roughness of Silicon Nitride Film deposited
using Room-Temperature SiH4-NH3-N2 Plasma
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Silicon nitride films were deposited with mixed gasses of SiH4-NH3-N2 using a pulsed, plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition system at room temperature. The surface morphology of the SiN films was inves-
tigated as a function of the bias power and duty ratio, which varied from 40 W to 100 W and 30% to
90%, respectively. The surface roughness is detailed in terms of the mean surface roughness, nonuniformity
of the pixel height distribution, and minimum pixel range. Ion energy diagnostic data is correlated with the
surface morphology. An empirical model constructed is used to examine the impact of the ion energy on
the surface morphology. As the duty ratio varied under a fixed power level, the lowest degree of surface
roughness was obtained at a relatively low duty ratio of 50% at all powers except100 W. It is not able
that this is strongly correlated with the ion energy flux. Additionally, as the power varied at a fixed duty
ratio, less surface roughness was noted at a relatively low power of 60 W. With variations in the power,
the surface roughness strongly depended on the ion energy. For all variations in the process parameters, the
surface roughness varied between 0.285 nm and 2.249 nm. The non-uniformity of the pixel height distribution
was lowest at 50% at all powers except 60 W. A neural network model was utilized to explore the parameter
effect.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In manufacturing electronic devices such as memory or

solar cells, silicon nitride (SiN) films are widely used as a

dielectric or an anti-reflective layer. As an encapsulation

layer for organic light emitting displays, SiN films are also

actively adopted. This arises from the good thermal stability,

high electrical resistivity, and good chemical inertness of

these types of films. Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depo-

sition (PECVD) is a popular means of depositing SiN

films.
[1-8]

 A number of promising features of SiN films

deposited at room temperature have been reported. These

include a high deposition rate with a low radio frequency

(RF) source power,
[5]

 a high refractive index at a lower bias

power,
[8]

 and a low hydrogen content.
[9]

 Moreover, pulsed

(P)-PECVD provides an efficient energy transfer to plasma

and a reduced particle size in the gas phase by controlling the

duty ratio (i.e., the turn-on time). P-PECVD has been

applied to the deposition of SiN films.
[10-14]

 Several advan-

tages of P-PECVD at room temperature in the deposition of

SiN films have been reported, including less surface rough-

ness
[11]

 and a high SiN deposition rate
[12,14]

 at a lower duty

ratio without RF-bias power in SiH4-NH3 and SiH4-N2

plasma. In the present study, a non-invasive ion analysis sys-

tem was utilized to collect ion energy data. The data pertain-

ing to the SiN film properties revealed useful features, such

as a strong dependency of the deposition rate on ion energy

or flux
[12,13]

 or the refractive index on the ion energy flux.
[8]

Concerning the SiN film characteristics, the surface rough-

ness is considerably affected by the ion energy and flux as

the RF bias power varies. The relative significance of ion

energy over the ion energy flux is of importance considering

the formation of the surface microstructures. Unfortunately,

there have been no attempts to study this issue as a function

of the duty ratio. Previous work by the authors examined

only the impact of the duty ratio and RF power in SiH4-NH3

plasma
[11]

 Moreover, a certain relationship between the ion

energy and surface roughness can be expected. However,

predicting the relationship is very difficult due to the pres-

ence of considerable unknown phenomena on film surface.

One powerful means of circumventing this is to use a neural

network approach. The neural network has proved its effec-

tiveness in modeling various plasma processes.
[15]

 No neural

network models between ion energy and surface roughness

have been reported.*Corresponding author: kbwhan@sejong.ac.kr
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In this study, SiN films were deposited using P-PECVD at

room temperature in SiN4-NH3-N2 plasma. The surface

roughness of the SiN films was investigated as a function of

the duty ratio under various RF bias powers. To explore the

relative influence of the ion energy, ion energy diagnostics

was conducted and correlated with the surface roughness. A

neural network model of the surface roughness was also con-

structed as a function of the ion energy variables, which

were utilized to understand the parameter effects and to opti-

mize the surface roughness.

2. EXPERIMENT

SiN films were deposited on p-type, single-sided polished

Si wafers of the (100) orientation. The thickness and resistiv-

ity of the wafers were approximately 525 ± 25 µm and 1 Ω•cm

to 30 Ω•cm, respectively. Using a P-PECVD operating at a

radio frequency of 13.56 MHz at room temperature, SiN

films were deposited. The equipment used to do this is iden-

tical to that in a previous work by the authors.
[5]

 Deposition

was conducted in a SiH4-NH3-N2 gas mixture as a function

of the bias power in the range 40W to 100 W. The source

power was set to 500 W. For a given bias power, the duty ratio

was varied from 30% to 90% with an increment of 20%. The

flow rates of the SiH4, N2, and NH3 gases were set to 8 sccm,

10 sccm, and 22 sccm, respectively. The deposition time was

5 min. The surface roughness was measured using an atomic

force microscope (AFM). In order to investigate the implica-

tions of the diagnostic variables, ion energy diagnostics was

conducted using a non-invasive ion energy analysis system

(PLASMART
TM

). From the ion energy distribution func-

tions, the main diagnostic variables were calculated. They

are the Eh (high ion energy), El (low ion energy), Nh (high

ion energy flux) and Nl (low ion energy flux). Physical defi-

nitions of these variables are available in the aforementioned

study.
[5]

 This data was used to build a neural network model

of the surface roughness. Additional detail pertaining to the

surface morphology can be obtained by characterizing the

distribution and non-uniformity of the surface height.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Duty ratio impact on the surface roughness

Figure 1 shows the surface roughness as a function of the

duty ratio at fixed bias powers. As shown in Fig. 1, the sur-

face roughness increases and then drastically decreases as

the duty ratio decreases to100 W. Less surface roughness

with as shorter duty ratio was also found in other research.
[11]

Ion bombardment plays a critical role in determiningthe sur-

face roughness. There duced surface roughness is caused by

reduced ion bombardment stemming from the formation of a

thinner plasma sheath as a result of less bias power to the

plasma sheath at a shorter duty ratio. This is supported by the

Eh and Nh values measured at 100 W, as shown in Fig. 2. Fig-

ure 2 reveals a decrease in Eh and an increase in Nh with a

decreasing duty ratio. In general, a decrease in the Eh value

produces greater surface roughness due to insufficient ion

bombardment. This indicates that the surface roughness is

attributed to a higher Nh value. The AFM images corre-

sponding to the duty ratios at 100 W are shown in Fig. 3. The

larger surface roughness at 70% compared to that at 90%,

shown in Fig. 1, is clearly ascertained by the formation of

additional columns at 70%. The columns tend to decrease in

relation to the number and height of the columns as the duty

ratio decreases. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a very homogeneous

column distribution is achieved at 30%. The surface rough-

ness variation at 80 W is very similar to that at 100 W in the

range of 50% to 90%. In contrast, the variations in the sur-

face roughness at lower power levels of 40 W and 60 W are

Fig. 1. Surface roughness variation as a function of duty ratio at fixed
bias power.

Fig. 2. Variation of Eh and Nh as a function of duty ratio at 100 W.
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much different from those at higher powers. As supported by

the AFM images shown in Fig. 4, the impact of the duty ratio

at either 40 W or 60 W is insignificant in the range of 30% to

70%. This implies that a relatively large amount of bias

Fig. 3. AFM images as a function of duty ratio at 100 W.

Fig. 4. AFM images as a function of duty ratio at 40 W.
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power is required for the surface roughness to be controlled

by the duty ratio. Figure 1 clearly shows that less surface

roughness is achieved at lower duty ratios. The dominant

role of Nh was already identified. It is interesting to examine

the relative significance of Nh or Nl. To do this, the variation

in the ratio of Nh to Nl is plotted in 5. As Fig. 5 shows, the

dominance of Nh over Nl is clear at all powers except 100 W.

The smaller ratio at lower duty ratios at 100 W indicates a

larger Nl relative to Nh and explains the smaller surface

roughness at a lower duty ratio at 100 W. 

Figure 6 show the surface roughness as a function ofthe

bias power at fixed duty ratios. As shown in Fig. 6, the

smallest degree of surface roughness is obtained at 60 W at

all powers except 30%. With a decrease in the power in the

range 60 to 100, the surface roughness is decreased. This is

primarily due to the reduction in ion bombardment, as veri-

fied from the corresponding experimental ion energy data.

Meanwhile, the ion energy flux varied slightly in the same

power range. In other words, as the power varies at a differ-

ent duty ratio, the surface roughness is dominated by the ion

energy variation. This is different from the physical phenom-

enon observed earlier as the duty ratio is controlled at most

duty ratios. In Fig. 6, the smallest surface roughness is

obtained in all cases at 60 W. For all variations of the process

parameters, the surface roughness varied between 0.285 nm

and 2.249 nm. As noted in an earlier study,
[11]

 additional

details pertaining to the surface morphology is can be

obtained by calculating the distribution of the pixel height as

a function of the process parameters. This result is shown in

Table 1, revealing that the smallest range of pixel heights as

the duty ratio is controlled is between -1 and 1. To measure

the non-uniformity, five samples of 5 µm × 5 µm were defined

in the original AFM image. Each measured surface rough-

ness was then used to calculate the non-uniformity, which

was defined as 

 (%) (1)

where Rc is the surface roughness measured at the center of

the AFM image. Here, Ra is the average of the remaining

four measurements. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Despite

the complex variations with the duty ratio, the smallest degree

of non-uniformity is obtained at the lowest duty ratio of 30%,

except at 60 W. This implies that adopting a lower duty ratio

is more likely to produce a smoother surface roughness.

Non-uniformity
R

c
R

a
–
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Fig. 5. Nh/Nl variation as a function of duty ratio.

Fig. 6. Surface roughness variation as a function of bias power at
fixed duty ratio.

Table 1. Distribution of surface height as a function of bias power and
duty ratio

Bias Power (W) Duty Cycle (%) Range (nm)

40

30 -1-1

50 -1-1

70 -1-1

90 -4-4

60

30 -1-1

50 -1-1

70 -1-1

90 -2-2

80

30 -2-2

50 -1-1

70 -3-3

90 -2-1

100

30 -1-1

50 -5-3

70 -4-2

90 -1-2
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3.2. Neural network model of surface roughness

Lastly, in order to investigate the impact of the ion energy

and ion energy flux, an empirical neural network model was

constructed using a generalized regression neural network

(GRNN).
[16]

 The prediction performance of the neural net-

work model was optimized with a genetic algorithm

(GA).
[17]

 This approach has been applied to model plasma

processes.
[15]

 The training data consisted of the four diagnos-

tic variables mentioned earlier and one output variable of the

surface roughness. A typical three-layered network employ-

ing one hidden layer was employed. The learning perfor-

mance of the GA-optimized neural network model as

measured by R2 was about 88%. From the model, the impact

of the ion energy variables can be visualized. Figure 8 shows

the surface roughness as a function of the high ion energy

flux (Nh) and high ion energy (Eh). As shown in Fig. 8, vary-

ing the Eh values slightly varies the surface roughness. In

contrast, the surface roughness decreases as the Nh value

decreases. Owing to the dominant role identified earlier as

the duty ratio varied, the surface roughness is plotted in

terms of the ion energy flux. In Fig. 9, Nl indicates the low

ion energy flux. As shown in Fig. 9, decreasing Nh with a rel-

atively high Nh value tends to decrease the surface rough-

ness. The smallest surface roughness appears to have been

obtained with an Nl value between 3.0 and 3.5 with the low-

est Nh value. A further decrease in the surface roughness can

be expected by decreasing the Nh more given a set Nl. 

4. CONCLUSION

Using pulsed PECVD, silicon nitride films were deposited

in SiH4-NH3-N2 plasma at room temperature. Ion energy

diagnostic data were correlated with the SiN surface mor-

phology. In addition, a neural network model was built to

facilitate an understanding of the impact of the diagnostic

variables on the surface morphology. The surface morphol-

ogy was detailed in terms of several features. One important

finding is that adopting a smaller duty ratio is advantageous

when seeking to optimize the mean surface roughness and

obtain non-uniformity of the film surface. It was also noted

that the smallest degree of surface roughness is strongly cor-

related with the Nh value as the duty ratio varied. This indi-

cates the significance of controlling the Nh values during

optimization of the surface roughness. This was supported

further by the neural network model. The model predicted

Fig. 7. Non-uniformity of surface roughness as a function of duty
ratio at fixed bias power.

Fig. 8. Surface roughness model as a function of Nh and Eh.

Fig. 9. Surface roughness model as a function of Nh and El.
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that high ion energy flux plays a more important role in opti-

mizing the surface roughness. 
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